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To all whom it may concern .' 
Be it known that I, JoHN E. BURNDAHL, 

a citizen of the United States, and a resi~ 
dent of the city of Chicago, in the county 
of Cook and State of Illinois, have invented 
certain new and useful Improvements in 
Tool-Handles; and I do hereby declare that 
the following is a full, clear, and exact de 
scription of the same, reference being had 
to the accompanying drawings, and to the 
numerals of reference marked thereon, which 
form a part of this speci?cation. 
This invention relates to improvements in 

tool handles and is especially directed to the 
provision or production of a tool handle 
which can be used with practically any sort 
of a tool and in almost any position there 
fore making it particularly useful in close 
places. In the embodiment of this invention 
disclosed in the drawings and speci?cation, 
this improved tool handle is shown as ap 
plied and directed chie?y to a wrench and 
to a screw driver, but it is to be understood 
that this handle may be applied to practi 
cally any sort of'tool and to any desired 
size thereof. . ‘ 

An object of this invention is the pro 
vision of a tool handle which when used in 
connection with a tool such as a wrench, 
screw driver, or the like, can be adjusted 
into almost any position at di?’erent angles 
to the tool whereby screws, bolts and the 
like, which are ordinarily di?icult of access, 
may be reached and turned easily. This 
device is especially useful in the case of 2111-" 
tomobiles, where the parts and di?erent 
members are so closely associated that at 
times it is practically impossible to reach a 
particular bolt, screw or nut without ?rst 
removing quite a number of other parts of 
the apparatus or the engine which, had a 
convenient wrench of this sort been avail 
able, would have beenentirely unnecessary. 

A' further object of this invention is the 
provision of a tool handle wherein a plu 
rality of tools may be used and where the 
tools may be changed from one to the other 
and diiferentsizes of the same sort of tool 
substituted with a minimum of trouble and 
inconvenience, and with no loss of time. 
A still further object of this invention is 

the provision of a tool handle which, when 
used in connection with a wrench, screw 
driver or the like, can be manipulated by 
means of an adjustment in the handle 
whereby the bolt, nut, screw or like part 

may be turned or manipulated without re 
moving the tool from its position or from 
the head of the bolt or screw. 

Still another important object of this in— 
vention is the provision of a tool handle 
wherein a wrench or screw driver or the like 
may be operated by only one hand of the 
operator, thereby leaving the other hand of 
the operator free to hold the screw or bolt 
into position or for any other purpose. 
Other and further important objects of 

this invention will be apparent from the dis 
closures in the drawings and speci?cation. 
The invention (in a preferred form) is 

illustrated in the drawings and more fully 
described in the accompanying speci?cation. 
In the drawings: 
Figure l is a top plan view of a tool con 

structed according to the principles of this 
invention. 

Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the tool. 
Fig. 3 is a view showing the handle of the 

tool in section, this being taken on the line 
3-8 of Fig. 2. 

Fig. a is a full sectional view of the tool 
taken on the line 4—4 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 5 is a detail plan view of the end of 
the tool, showing a wrench applied thereto 
and the di?erent positions in which the head 
of the wrench may be used. 

Fig. 6 is a detail view of an attachment 
for the handle, showing a screw driver ap 
plied thereto. 
As shown on the drawings: 
The reference numeral 10 indicates the 

handle of a tool, having integral therewith 
the bifurcated rounded end portions 12. 
The central portion of the handle is hollow, 
as shown in Figs. 3 and ii. Said hollow 
communicates at its outer end with the space 
between the bifurcations 12, and has in 
serted therein a helical spring 14 and a rod 
16, the rod 16 being seated upon the spring 
and being preferably formed with a square 
end portion 18, which is adapted to prevent 
its turning in the hollowed-out portion of 
the handle 10. The handle 10 and the rod 
16 are preferably made of steel or any other 
suitable material. Pivoted at the point near 
the juncture of the handle 10 and the round 
ed portions 12 by means of bolts, screws or 
rivets 20 positioned on the side of the 
handle, are a pair of clamps 22, one posi 
tioned on the top and the other on the bot 
tom of the handle. These clamps which are 
preferably of case hardened metal have bent 
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over portions through which the pivot pins 
pass and are provided with projecting ‘?nger 
pieces 24, which are held in. normal position 
by means of compressed helical springs 26. 
The ends of the clamping members 22‘ are. 
sunk flush with the surface of the members 
12 and are provided with circular apertures 
which are adapted to receive and hold in 
position both ends of a‘ corresponding lug 
which is fitted upon any particular member 
adapted to be inserted‘ into the handle; 
These lugs are‘designated at 28 and are pro 

' vided upon the’central portion of members 
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30, which have‘ attached ' thereto either 
wrench heads integral therewith, as at 82, 
or may be provided with‘a split and thread‘ 
edzs‘ocket, as shown at 34, having in conned 
tion therewith‘ in the usual manner a nut 36 
adapted to be turned down into position and 
securely hold therein any part of a tool: or 
tools, such as a screw driver, which 1s shown 
in Fig. 6. Screwed, riveted or threaded into’ 
the? cylindrical rod 16 in any convenient 
manner is a pro]ect1ng lug having a head L10 

' which slides in a slot 42 provided therefor 
in‘ the handle 10. V 
The members 30, which are‘ adapted to 

carry, the tools, such as the wrenches 32, or 
the screw driver 38, or any other 
are provided with a plurality of notches 44, 
cut into the periphery of the head of‘ the 
tool and extending approximately halfway 
therearound. ' . 

The operation is as follows: 
'“lhenever'it is desired to'use particu 

lar kind of tool in connection with this im 
proved tool handle, the tooldesired, such as 
the wrench shown at 32, may be inserted 
therein by merely dropping or sliding the 
lugs 28 upon the head 30 of the tool intothe 
notch provided therefor at 46 in the head'12 
of the tool. The central apertures in the ends 
of the clamping members 22‘ are then 
brought into position over the head of the 
outwardly extending lugs 28. This results 
in securely holding the member 30 inposi 
tion, but allowing it to turn about the lugs 
28' as, a center. 

It will‘be seen that the end 18‘ 
16 will be spring-pressed into position‘ into 
one of the notches 4111 in the head of the tool 

' holding member 30. The end of the rod 16 
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is made square, as shown at‘ 18, and is adapt- 
ed'to ?t into the corresponding notches 44 
and‘ isthereby prevented from turning, in 
the same‘ on account of its square construe 
tion,which results in a more secure holding 
of the head'36 in position, it being under 
stood that‘ the. rod 16 is always spring-V 
pressed into position by means of thecom¢ 
pression in'the helical spring 14. i ' 

It will also be seen that there is no unusual 
strain imposed upon the clamping members 
22, as they are sunk ?ushwiththe faces of the 
members 12 and as the lugs 28 are adapted. 

desired tool, . 

of the rod 
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to ?t very closely and turn in the end of the 
slots 46 provided therefor in the head 12. 
As shown-in Fig. 5, by means of the dotted 

lines, it will be seen that the head of a 
wrench, when used in connection. with this 
tool handle, may be swung through anangle 
of 180° and held in several different posi 
tions in the tool handle, thereby allowing of 
the use of the wrench in positions, and 
places 
sible. It will also be seen that by manipu 
lation‘ of the lugs‘ or knobs 110, which can 
easily be controlled by the thumb of the 
operator, the handle of the wrench may be 
swungaround through an arc of 1800 with 
outdisturbing the position of the wrench or 
tool, thereby enabling the operator thereof 
to worlr in a very restricted space away 
from the boltv at each turning operation, 
and moreover. gives an adjustability and 
freedom of movement which permits of 
the handling and manipulation of bolts, 
screws‘a-nd the like in otherwise impossible 
places. 1 ' ' ' ' r - 

It will be understood'that thistool handle 
is not limited‘in its uses to a wrench or screw 
driver, this-merely being aform which was 
shown in the'drawings,.and for purposes of 
illustration only. This. tool may be used in 
connection with ahammer head or with a 
saw blade, such as a’ hack saw, or. many 
other tool elements which could be adapted 
to such use by applying them to heads 30 
which are adapted to cotiperate with the par 
ticular handle. 

It will also be seen that a plurality of 
wrenches‘of different sizes, as shown at 32, 
may be usedin connectionwith this handle,. 
and'that the changefrom one size to another 
may be very readily accomplished by merely 
releasing one size of wrench from its posi-. 
tion in the handle by; manipulation ‘of the 
clips 22 and sliding another different size 
wrench into place. - ‘ 
‘I am awarethat numerous details of con 

struction may be‘ varied through a wide 
range without departing from the principles 
ofthis invention, and Itheretore. do not pur 
pose limitingthe patent'granted otherwise 
thannecessitated by the prior art. 

I claimas my invention:‘ '_ 
1. A tool and handle therefor arranged 

to have an‘ angular adjustment with relation 
to the tool and from whichthe tool may be 
readily. detached, comprising a toolv having. 
arcircular angle determining head, the han 
dle having. means for. engagement with the 
head at the desired angle and means car 
r1ed by the-handle normally engaging the 
headon opposite sides thereof‘ in a manner 
to permit. the pivoting in the desired posi 
tion but movable tordisengage such pivotal 
engagement, and having. extensions‘ provid 
ing: means for readily s moving them- and 
thus detaching the. toolv head. 

which would ordinarily be inacces4 
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2. A tool and handle therefor arranged to 
have an angular adjustment with relation to 
the tool and from which the tool may be 
readily detached, comprising a tool having a 
circular angle determining head, the handle 
having means for engagement with the 
head at the desired angle and means car 
ried by the handle normally engaging 
the head on opposite sides thereof in a 
manner to permit the pivoting in the de 
sired position but movable to disengage 
such pivotal engagement, and having 6X~ 
tensions providing means for readily so 
moving them and thus detaching the tool 
head, said tool head carrying a- tool project 
ing in the plane of the circular head. 

A tool and handle therefor arranged to 
have an angular adjustment with relation 
to the tool and from which the tool may be 
readily detached, comprising a tool having 
a circular angle determining head, the han 

dle having means for engagement with the 
head at the desired angle and means carried 
by the handle normally engaging the head 
on opposite sides thereof in a manner to 
permit the pivoting in the desired position 
but movable to disengage such pivotal en 
gagement7 and having extensions providing 
means for readily so moving them and thus 
detaching the tool head, said handle being 
slotted to receive the circular tool head and 
provided with another slot transverse to the 
?rst, the tool head having lateral trunnions 
engageable by and seated in the end of the 
transverse slot. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto sub 

scribed my name in the presence of two sub 
scribing witnesses. 

, JOHN E. BURNDAHL. 
Witnesses : 

HULDA BURNDAHL, 
RALPH R. BURNDAHL. 
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